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Roseville Public Works, Environment and
Transportation Commission
Agenda Item
Date: January 25, 2022

Item No: 3

Item Description: Approval of the November 23, 2021 Public Works Commission Minutes
Attached are the minutes from the November 23, 2021 meeting.
Recommended Action:
Motion approving the minutes of November 23, 2021, subject to any necessary corrections or
revision.
Move:
Second:
Ayes:
Nays:

Roseville Public Works, Environment
and Transportation Commission
Meeting Minutes
Tuesday, November 23, 2021, at 6:30 p.m.
City Council Chambers, 2660 Civic Center Drive
Roseville, Minnesota 55113
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1. Introduction / Roll Call
Chair Wozniak called the meeting to order at approximately 6:30 p.m. and at his
request, Public Works Director Marc Culver called the roll.
Present:

Chair Joe Wozniak; and Members Michael Joyce, Jarrod Cicha,
Nancy Misra, and Shane Spencer.

Absent:

Member Bryant Ficek, Mike Collins (Excused)

Staff Present:

Public
Works
Director
Marc
Culver;
City
Engineer/Assistant Public Works Director Jesse
Freihammer; Civil Engineer Stephanie Smith, and
Environmental Specialist Ryan Johnson

2. Public Comments
None
3. Approval of October 26, 2021 Meeting Minutes
Comments and corrections to draft minutes had been submitted by PWETC
commissioners prior to tonight’s meeting and those revisions incorporated into the
draft presented in meeting materials.
Motion
Member Wozniak moved, Member Spencer seconded, approval of the
October 26, 2021 meeting minutes as presented.
Ayes: 5
Nays: 0
Motion carried.
4. Communication Items
Chair Wozniak indicated he received an email from Councilmember Strahan
requesting the Commission take a look at the resolution of Declaring a Climate
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Emergency in Minnesota. It appears as though this is an effort to do a city by city,
State wide resolution declaring a climate change in Minnesota that they want cities
to take action on the last week in January. There is an issue of climate change, it is
happening and it is real and humans have a lot to do with it and there are things
they need to do to try and slow that down or turn it back. The resolution part is
requesting the City take action. He reviewed what the resolution detailed. He
explained he sent Mr. Culver an email about this and noted the timeline and
addressed each of the resolutions. He asked if the Commission was interested in
discussion this at this point to look at these.
The Commission discussed the email to see if they wanted to make any
recommendation to the City Council on the resolution.
Mr. Culver explained the Commission could take the intent of the resolution and
come up with its own whereas’ and build off of what is in the current draft of the
resolution, if that would be more comfortable for the Commission to do. That is
probably a more reasonable path than trying to work through the resolution at this
meeting. The Commission could also say that the Commission strongly
recommends that the Council consider a resolution declaring a climate emergency.
That also carries some weight without getting into specifics of a particular
resolution.
Chair Wozniak thought that was a great suggestion. He asked if the Commission
supported the City taking efforts to address climate change.
The Commission indicated there was support.
Chair Wozniak thought the Commission could recommend to the City Council that
the Commission supports efforts to address and mitigate climate change and will
take this specific item up as a part of the January PWETC meeting.
Chair Wozniak made a recommendation that the Commission recommend to the
City Council that the Commission would support any efforts to address and mitigate
climate change on behalf of the City as a part of a greater effort and will be happy
to review this proposal as a part of the January PWETC meeting. He noted Member
Cicha brought up about citations for some of the facts and figures sighted in the
resolution and to make them a part of the resolution.
Member Misra agreed with the gist of it. She indicated when she was looking at the
“Therefore be it resolved” section, a lot of what is listed in there the City is already
doing and it might be worth, as background for the Council, letting them know that
the Commission will take it up at the January meeting and that this group has
already put forward a number of actions under that section and that the Commission
could look at some new items.
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Mr. Culver thought the City Council could appoint the Commission as the
Sustainability and Resiliency Committee if there is some formal role that it plays
in some broader plan State wide.
Motion
Member Wozniak moved to indicate this Commission supports any efforts the
City can take and make to mitigate and address climate change such as a
resolution and the Commission will consider this at the January PWETC
meeting and also recommend the Council include citations to some of the facts
and figures in the proposed resolution.
Mr. Culver suggested the following motion instead of Member Wozniak’s lengthy
motion.
Member Wozniak moved to recommend the City Council join cities and
counties across Minnesota declaring a climate emergency and asking the State
and Federal Government to help address it, provide vital resources and that
the City Council develop a resolution of support of that initiative.
Chair Wozniak thought that motion was a few steps beyond where the Commission
started. He asked the Commission for comments on what Mr. Culver was
suggesting because he thought the Commission was not going to support this
specific resolution yet because the Commission has not had a chance to look at or
discuss it. However, the Commission does support City efforts to address and
mitigate climate change. This is a step in that direction. He was not comfortable
stating the Commission is ok with the resolution because he, himself, has not read
the entire thing. He did want to support the City’s efforts in that direction.
Mr. Culver suggested to simply state at this point, not making a formal
recommendation to the City Council at this meeting but simply stating that the
Commission is going to review this as a part of the Sustainability Super Meeting in
January.
Member Joyce thought this was definitely something the Commission is interested
in discussing. It would be nice to know what the unintended consequences is of
having a climate emergency for them. He wondered what Statutes this would fall
under. He thought that bringing it to the super meeting would be great and
something the Commission could work on over a number of meetings and he would
be comfortable with exploring and understanding this in a broader sense of what
the City can do and the pros and cons of this endorsement.
Chair Wozniak thought the Commission was back to the motion that states the
Commission supports City efforts to address and mitigate climate change and some
of the elements of this proposal are things that the Commission has worked on and
supported. He thought the Commission would be willing to serve as a sustainability
and resiliency committee.
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Member Cicha explained the Commission is focusing on the alternative title of this
proposed resolution. There is a standard title on the top and the Commission could
state that the Commission supports the City Council pursuing a resolution declaring
a climate emergency in Roseville, MN. It can be kept as simple as that and allows
the Councilmember to expand on this or to do whatever the Council wants to do
with it. This is seeking a recommendation from the Commission on this exact
proposal which the Commission is not ready to recommend but he, personally,
believed in the intent of the proposal and he felt like other Commissioners do too.
He felt keeping it simple in this instance would be really useful.
Chair Wozniak explained what he was trying to avoid is taking anything in the title
of the resolution because he did not want the Commission to recommend approving
the resolution for climate emergency in Minnesota because it may be mistaken that
the Commission wants the exact resolution before them to be adopted. He indicated
the Commission could indicate that there are elements of the resolution that they
agree with but are not ready to endorse the entire resolution.
Motion
Member Wozniak moved, Member Spencer seconded, that the Commission
inform the City Council that the Commission would support City efforts to
address and mitigate climate change such as, but not specifically declaring a
climate emergency in Minnesota. The Commission stands ready to address
some of the elements of that proposed resolution but are not yet ready to
endorse it. The Commission would be happy to serve in any capacity that the
City Council wishes in order to implement this should the resolution be
approved.
Member Misra indicated she liked the notion that this was kept very simple and say
where this Commission supports to efforts to address the climate emergency in
Minnesota, the Commission will be taking this effort on this language at the next
meeting.
Chair Wozniak suggested Member Misra make her comment into a motion.
Mr. Culver indicated the Commission needed to follow the meeting rules of order
but he thought basically Member Misra was offering a friendly amendment to Chair
Wozniak’s motion which then the seconder would be asked to acknowledge and
support and then there would be a vote.
Member Misra indicated she would put her comments forward as a friendly
amendment to the motion.
Chair Wozniak indicated he was ok with the friendly amendment and Member
Spencer agreed.
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Amended motion below:
Member Wozniak moved, Member Spencer seconded, that the Commission
inform the City Council that the Commission would support City efforts to
address and mitigate climate change such as, but not specifically declaring a
climate emergency in Minnesota. The Commission stands ready to address
some of the elements of that proposed resolution but are not yet ready to
endorse it. The Commission will plan to consider this resolution in more detail
at their January meeting. The Commission would be happy to serve in any
capacity that the City Council wishes in order to implement this should the
resolution be approved.
Ayes: 5
Nays: 0
Motion carried.
City Engineer Jesse Freihammer provided a brief review and update on projects
and maintenance activities listed in the staff report dated November 23, 2021.
5. Commission Youth Member Applicant
Mr. Culver explained the PWETC currently has an opening for a youth member.
Staff has received one application for the Commission. He reviewed the applicants’
information with the Commission.
The Commission interviewed Rose Gasongo who applied for the Youth
Commissioner position.
Motion
Member Cicha moved, Member Misra seconded, to recommend the City
Council appoint Rose Gasongo to the PWETC as Youth Commissioner.
Ayes: 5
Nays: 0
Motion carried.
6. Review of Crosswalk Treatment Guidelines
Mr. Culver explained the City of Roseville maintains over 90 marked crosswalks
on City streets; 31 of those are crosswalks that cross uncontrolled approaches of
intersections. He made a presentation to the Commission.
Member Spencer asked on the new path that was installed at South McCarrons, the
Enclave, if that is going to be painting.
Mr. Freihammer indicated that was recently painted.
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Member Spencer explained the reason he asked is because he was concerned about
that crossing with the curve coming from Rice Street and the other way is sort of
hidden from view. He asked if there would be any other enhancements.
Mr. Freihammer explained there will be advanced warning on the signage, marked
signs at the crosswalk as well as the standard continental pavement markings. This
does meet sight requirements.
Member Misra indicated Mr. Culver referred to unmarked crosswalks several times
and she wondered how that gets defined.
Mr. Culver read the definition to the Commission.
Chair Wozniak noted he had a phone conversation with Mr. Culver regarding traffic
calming approaches where maybe crosswalks do not work very well.
7. Public Works 2022 Work Plan
Mr. Freihammer reviewed the Public Works Work Plan with the Commission.
Chair Wozniak asked when the mill and overlay project will begin.
Mr. Freihammer explained this will be bid in February or March and would start in
late May or June. There is not any utility work tied to it and phasing has not been
looked at but it could be done by late summer.
Member Misra asked if staff knew if there would be any impact by the Federal
Infrastructure bill on Roseville projects.
Mr. Culver indicated staff did not know how the funds will be distributed and he
did not know a lot about it yet. He noted there will not be anything happening next
year with the infrastructure funds. Over the next two months staff will be looking
at concept level items for some larger projects around Rosedale.
8. Items for Next Meeting – January, 2022
Discussion ensued regarding the January PWETC agenda:
 Update on January Sustainability Super Meeting
 EV Charging Stations presentation
 Community Solar update
 Partners in Energy update
 Green Step status report
 Organic Recycling update
9. Adjourn
Motion
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Member Joyce moved, Member Wozniak seconded, adjournment of the
meeting at approximately 8:25 p.m. in order to take a Public Work tour.
Ayes: 5
Nays: 0
Motion carried.
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Roseville Public Works, Environment and
Transportation Commission
Agenda Item
Date: January 25, 2022

Item No: 4

Item Description: Communication Items
Public Works Project updates:
• 2022 Sewer Lining
o The contract was awarded to Hydro-Klean on December 6, 2021. The project consists
of lining 5.6miles of pipe within the city. Work is anticipated to begin in late January
and be completed by the Fall of 2022.
o Civic Campus Pre-Design Project: The City has hired BKV Group to continue the Civic
Campus Master Plan planning and concept design to further develop the concepts for
the Maintenance Facility, the License and Passport Center and the VFW in order to
better define costs and phasing plans. This project is also helping us as we possibly
seek to use Local Sales Tax revenue to fund the actual construction of these facilities.
Ramsey County Updates:
• County Road B2 Resurfacing and Signal Improvements
o Work on the three signals east of Fairview is completed and all signals are operational
and the pavement work between Snelling and Hamline is completed. The signal at the
Fairview and County Road B2 intersection will be replaced next spring. The pavement
between Fairview and Snelling and the new trail under the Snelling bridge will be
completed next spring as well.
Council Update:
Below is a highlight of items recently presented to and/or acted on by the City Council. More
information can be found in the agenda packets and minutes for the referenced Council meeting.
• December 6th Meeting:
o Approved 2022 Budget, Utility Rates and Fee Schedule
o Approved Victoria Shores EAW
• January 10th Meeting:
o Approved 2022 Public Works Work Plan
o Discussed proposed changes to the process for recruiting Commission members as well
as other recommendations for Commissions in general. (further discussion scheduled
for January 24th meeting)
o Discussed Local Option Sales Tax and related projects: Originally the City was
considering using a Local Sales Tax to fund several transportation projects in an
extended area around Rosedale Mall. However, during the special session of the State
Legislator this summer, provisions were added to the Statute which authorizes the Local
Sales Tax defining what a qualifying regional project is. This definition excluded
transportation projects, except for contiguous trails. Therefore, the City is shifting its

target and looking to use the Local Sales Tax to fund a new Maintenance Facility and a
new License and Passport Center along with a Pedestrian and Bike Bridge over
Highway 36. The Local Sales Tax request must first be authorized by the legislator,
and then a referendum would be on the next general election ballot allowing residents to
vote on each individual project. So, the Maintenance Facility could be approved while
the Ped Bridge could be voted down. More information on the proposed projects and
the process will be presented to the Commission at the February meeting. (further
discussion scheduled for January 24th meeting)
o January 24th Meeting: The City Council is scheduled to discuss the “Climate
Emergency” resolution as was presented to this commission at their January meeting.
The Commission should be prepared to add an item to the agenda to discuss a
resolution of support for action to combat and mitigate climate change, based on
the Council’s discussion and requested action. Staff will bring any required
material to the meeting based on the results of the City Council meeting.
Sustainability Update
• Partners in Energy
o Staff continues to meet with Partners in Energy every other week to discuss the current
work and the next steps to implement the plan.
o Partners in Energy and City staff held a Renewable Roseville webinar on Thursday,
January 13. The webinar was focused on renewable energy resource options available
to residents. Windsource was the main option promoted as there are available
subscriptions available, unlike solar subscriptions which are waitlisted. Roseville asked
the 35 attendees to help the City get 30 new Windsource subscribers in 30 days (by
February 14).
o More information can be found at www.CityOfRoseville.com/Partners-in-Energy
• The January PWETC is our Sustainable Super meeting. Staff will update the commission
on as much as possible, and there will be two additional speakers.
Major Maintenance Activities:
• Street and Storm
o Fall Sweep was completed 11/29/21 with 2 complete sweeps of the City.
o 26” of Snow in Roseville so far.
o 6 Full Plows, 4 of them on every weekend in December.
o 6 other events were plowing and treating Collector Routes only.
o 12/16/21 Thunderstorms - 0.51” rain then ice.
o Tree Trimming affected by heavy plow schedule has impacted days trimming, out only
10 days since we started 12/6/21.
o Tree Trimming has also been impacted by the 11 water breaks the Street Department
has either dug, hauled or restored.
o Asphalt plants closed 12/15/21.
o Sign work repair has increased due to winter conditions and vehicles hitting signs.
o Ongoing monthly leaf turning at our Leaf Recycling Center.
•

Water and Sanitary Sewer
o Located city-owned facilities for Gopher State One Call locate requests.
o Repaired 4 broken water mains.
o Continued repairing water meters and MIUs.
o Collected water samples for bacteriological testing.

o
o
o
o
o

Collected water samples for quarterly Disinfection Byproduct testing.
Continued working with AE2S on the 2021 SCADA System Upgrades.
Continued laundering towels weekly used by office personnel for cleaning work areas.
Performed a mock OSHA walk-through of the Booster Station.
Assisted with snowplowing streets and cul-de-sacs as needed.

A: 2022 Roseville Project Map
B: November Development Activity Report
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Project Description

Applicant/Owner Information

Starting/Occupancy

Oasis at Twin Lakes (Package 1)

2725 Herschel St

Family affordable apartments (Parking & Clubhouse)

Eagle Building Company

Summer 2020 / TBD

Oasis at Twin Lakes (Package 2)

2745 Herschel St

Family affordable apartments (Building 1 – 132 Units)

Eagle Building Company

Summer 2020 / TBD

Oasis at Twin Lakes (Package 3)

2705 Herschel St

Family affordable apartments (Building 2 – 96 Units)

Eagle Building Company

Summer 2020 / TBD

Isaac Apartments

2740 Fairview Ave

127 unit market-rate apartments

Watson Forsberg Company

Spring 2020 / TBD

Owasso Gardens

161 South Owasso Blvd

60 unit senior apartments

CommonBond Communities

Fall 2020/TBD

The Harbor at Twin Lakes

2730 Herschel St

277 unit senior affordable apartments

Eagle Building Company

Summer 2021/TBD

The Enclave

201-261 McCarrons Pl

20 detached townhomes

Ovation Homes

Summer 2021 / TBD

Lexington Woods

2840-2871 Lexington Pl

New townhomes

M/I Homes

Winter 2020

Lexington Woods

2853-2859 Lexington Pl

New townhomes

M/I Homes

Winter 2020

Residential New Construction

1988 William St

New single family homes

Vanguard Builders

Spring 2020 / TBD

Residential New Construction

638 Wheaton St

New single family home

Accent Homes

Spring 2020 / TBD

Residential New Construction

1071 Shryer Ave

New single family home

Tobler Homes

Spring 2020 / TBD

Residential New Construction

2791 Churchill St

New single family home

J Brown Homes Inc

Spring 2021 / TBD

Residential New Construction

2260 Acorn Rd

New single family home

Dube Construction Inc

Summer 2021 / TBD

Pawn America

1715 Rice St

Interior Remodel

Glen A Bartells

Spring 2021 / TBD

US Bank

1717 Lexington Ave

Demo/Rebuild ATM

Financial Institution Services

Spring 2021 / TBD

Pagoda

2401 Fairview Ave

Interior demo

Qin Construction Inc

Summer 2021 / TBD

Target

1515 County Road B

Remodeling

Engelsma Construction

Spring 2021 / TBD

Rosedale Center

1595 Highway 36 #260

Tenant Build Out

Knoebel Construction Inc

Summer 2021 / TBD

Former Ol’ Mexico

1754 Lexington Ave

Exterior Remodel

Cobeck Construction Co LLC

Summer 2021 / TBD

Vacant Space

1661 County Road B2

Interior Remodel

Sever Construction Company

Fall 2021 / TBD

Huntington Bank

1445 County Road B

Remodel

Elder Jones Inc

Fall 2021 / TBD

Pandora

1595 Highway 36

Tenant Improvement

TRC Inc

Fall 2021 / TBD

Roseville High School

1240 County Road B2

Remodel

Kraus Anderson

Fall 2018 / TBD

Dayton Freight

2560 Long Lake Rd

Interior Remodel

Reiner Construction

Summer 2020

Lutheran Church of the Resurrection

3115 Victoria St

Remodel

LS Black Constructors

Fall 2019 / TBD

Prolife of America

1751 County Road B #300

Remodel

St. Paul Construction Company

Winter 2020 / TBD

Fairview Community Center

1910 County Road B

New Community Center

Kraus-Anderson Construction

Spring 2020 / TBD

MnDOT

1500 County Road B2

Interior Remodel

Cirks Construction

Spring 2020 / TBD

SVL

2896 Centre Pointe Dr

Interior Remodel

St. Paul Construction Company

Spring 2020 / TBD

Artiforge

1995 County Road B2

Office Build Out

RJ Ryan Construction

Fall 2020

Metro Transit

2550 Walnut St

Interior Remodel

MP Johnson Construction

Fall 2020

Five Ninjas Martial Arts

2480 Fairview Ave #100

Interior Remodel

Northern Sol

Winter 2020

Dedicated Commercial Recovery

1970 Oakcrest Ave

Interior Remodel

Fixed Assets Inc

Winter 2020

Shell Building

2350 Fairview Ave

New Shell Building

VCC LLC

Fall 2020

Fairview Community School

1910 County Road B

Demo

Frattalone Companies

Winter 2020

Rebiotix

2660 Patton Rd

Interior Remodel

Klodt Inc

Winter 2020

Aspen Dental

2370 Fairview Ave

Interior Build Out

B2 Builders LLC

Spring 2021

Community Medical Services

2350 Cleveland Ave

Demo of Previous Restaurant

Fendler Patterson Construction

Spring 2021

Residence Inn

2985 Centre Pointe Dr

Interior Remodel

Schoenfelder Renovations

Spring 2021

Ampersand Families

1751 County Road B

Interior Remodel

St. Paul Construction

Spring 2021

Colder Products Company

2820 Cleveland Ave

Expansion

Ryan Companies Inc

Summer 2021

Fantasy Flight

1975 County Road B2

Interior Remodel

Klodt Incorporated

Fall 2021 / TBD

HiberCell

2825 Fairview Ave

Tenant Improvement

Gardner Builders

Summer 2021 / TBD

Dogtopia

2216 County Road D

Interior Build Out

Diversified Construction

Summer 2021

Sandbox VR

1595 Highway 36

Tenant Improvement

Action Retail Construction

Summer 2021

Park Dental

1835 County Road C

Remodel

Engelsma Construction Inc

Summer 2021

EasyDX

2656 Patton Rd

Interior Remodel

Klodt Inc

Fall 2021 / TBD

Roseville Public Works, Environment and
Transportation Commission
Agenda Item
Date: January 25, 2022

Item No: 5

Item Description: Annual Green Team Update
Background:
On May 7, 2018, the City Council approved Resolution #11507 that named the Public Works
Environment and Transportation Commission as the Green Step Cities Green Team.
Per the resolution, the Green Team shall:
1. Approve and make available to the community an annual sustainability update report
containing goals and outcomes of community plans and sustainability initiatives.
2. Evaluate existing and proposed policies to identify any overlooked opportunities for
pursuing sustainability and environmental stewardship, and make recommendations for
amending these policies.
3. Undertake its best efforts to communicate with and engage residents, businesses, and
institutions in the implementation of sustainable practices to help meet City goals.
4. Advise City staff members and officials on efforts to educate community members about
the City vision and ongoing opportunities to participate in sustainability initiatives.
5. Collect feedback from the community and provide recommendations for utilizing this
feedback to improve City practices and programs.
6. Provide recommendations for further research and programs to implement in the City to
promote sustainability and protect the environment.
Recommended Action:
Receive presentations about the EV Charging Stations from the Clean Energy Resource Team
(CERTs), Partners in Energy Program from staff, and other program updates. Staff will be
available for questions, and to receive feedback.
Attachments:
A. Presentation
B. 2021 Sustainability Report
C. Green Team Guide

Attachment A

Green Team Update
Public Works Department
Public Works Environment and Transportation Commission
25-Jan-22

Green Team
Annual Update

On May 7, 2018, the City Council approved Resolution #11507 that
named the Public Works Environment and Transportation
Commission as the Green Step Cities Green Team.
•

Per the resolution, the Green Team shall:
•
•

•

•
•

•

Approve and make available to the community an annual
sustainability update report containing goals and outcomes of
community plans and sustainability initiatives.
Evaluate existing and proposed policies to identify any overlooked
opportunities for pursuing sustainability and environmental
stewardship, and make recommendations for amending these
policies.
Undertake its best efforts to communicate with and engage
residents, businesses, and institutions in the implementation of
sustainable practices to help meet City goals.
Advise City staff members and officials on efforts to educate
community members about the City vision and ongoing
opportunities to participate in sustainability initiatives.
Collect feedback from the community and provide
recommendations for utilizing this feedback to improve City
practices and programs.
Provide recommendations for further research and programs to
implement in the City to promote sustainability and protect the
environment.

Attachment B
SEPTEMBER 2021

EVER GREEN ROSEVILLE
SUSTAINABILITY UPDATE 2021

CITY GOALS
FOR RESILIENCE AND THE ENVIRONMENT











Maintain and operate parks, open space, and recreation
facilities in a safe and clean manner, protecting natural
resources and preserving high-quality recreation
opportunities and experiences.
Reduce Greenhouse Gas emissions by exemplifying
education, regulation, and integration to encourage
action by residents and businesses.
Support renewable energy growth and installation
through outreach, partnerships, and policy to reduce
contributions to climate change.
Promote awareness of resilience and environmental
protection issues.
Preserve and enhance water and land quality, native
planting, tree canopy, and increase pollinators for
current and future generations.
Implement the sustainability goals outlined in the
Energy Action Plan and the 2040 Comprehensive Plan.
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SUSTAINABILITY UPDATE 2021

SEPTEMBER 2021

WATER CONSERVATION
Beginning in 2020, the City of Roseville began
planning and implementing the Water Efficiency
Rebate Program in partnership with the
Metropolitan Council and the Clean Water Land
& Legacy Amendment. For existing homes, this
program offers reductions on your water bill for
making fixes to your current irrigation system
intended to increase efficiency and reduce water

FOOD SCRAPS DROP SITE
At the beginning of 2020, Roseville proposed a
food scraps drop site at the same location as the
Dale Street yard-waste facility. The proposal was
approved by the City Council, and the site opened

usage.
The following types of WaterSense® labelled
irrigation equipment is eligible for a 50% rebate
on a future water bill, up to a total of $300:


how much to water using local weather data.

to the public at the end of that summer. Annually,
the drop site gets about 12,376 visits and diverts an
estimated 52 tons (104,000 lbs) of material.
The site is available for residents to drop off
organic waste including food scraps and land waste
within the city limits. Interested residents may
bring organic waste to the site, or to one of many
other Ramsey County sites found on their
interactive online map. Small organics containers
are available by request at City Hall, and bags can
be found at the drop off site, at City Hall, and in

Irrigation controllers: determine when and



Sprinkler heads: reduce leaks/sprays onto
paved surfaces caused by damaged heads

To qualify, you must fill out an application that
includes itemized receipts (with a date of
purchase January 1st, 2021 or later) and a photo
of the installed equipment.
To find the application or learn more about
water conservation, visit Roseville’s website:
http://www.cityofroseville.com/3599/WaterEfficiency-Rebate-Program

stores. Resources for those interested are available
on the City of Roseville website.
Organics Information and Drop Sites:
cityofroseville.com/3393/Food-Scraps-Collection-

organic-recycling
2

SUSTAINABILITY UPDATE 2021

GREEN STEP CITIES
Roseville has been a participating member of
the GreenStep Cities Program for the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency since 2014, which is a
voluntary 5-step challenge to help cities achieve
sustainability and quality of life goals. In June of
2020, Roseville was awarded the status of Step 4

SEPTEMBER 2021

GREEN TEAM
To maintain Roseville’s progress through the
Minnesota GreenStep Cities Program, a committee
has been formed and is working in the Public Works,
Environment, and Transportation Commission of
City Council—the official Green Team of the city.
Much of the committee’s work focuses on the
implementation of sustainability practices which

by improving practices such as increasing the

meet the city’s sustainability goals. The Green team

number of trees planted, evaluating the methods

is working with the Public Works department staff,

of transportation for residents and employees,

such as the environmental specialist, to electrify the

calculating the energy consumed by the city,

city fleet and increase solar systems in the city as

increasing the number of solar energy systems

opportunities for growth in the near future.

both public and private, calculating miles of
pathway, and more. On May 20th, 2021, the City
of Roseville was granted Step 5 status.
The goals of Steps 4 and 5 are to gather data in
order to inform sustainable decisions in the
following years. Along with Roseville, 24 other
MN cities have achieved Step 5 status this year.
Step 5 of the program is a renewable metric that
is only achieved upon additional improvements
from year to year. Roseville hopes to continue

being an advocate for prestigious and ambitious
cities leading the state on resiliency, efficiency,
and sustainability. More details about Roseville’s
progress can be found at:
https://greenstep.pca.state.mn.us/

CITY HALL RENEWABLES
Roseville completed the installation of the third

solar array on the City Hall campus in the summer of
2019. Since then, solar systems on the Fire Station,
Maintenance building, and City Hall have been
installed and are functioning while demonstrating
consistent savings throughout the year. The panels
encourage the use of renewable energy to limit the
use and impact of fossil fuels and Greenhouse Gas
Emissions in the city and to the environment.
Roseville will continue to promote the adoption of
renewable energy sources throughout the city.
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BUILDING
BENCHMARIKING
PROGRAM
In 2021, the City of Roseville implemented its
Voluntary Building Benchmarking program in
collaboration with Hennepin County, the Great
Plains Institute, and the Center for Energy and
the Environment. Building owners across all

SOLSMART PROGRAM
SolSmart is a national designation program that

industries and professions were encouraged to

provides resources, guidance, and recognition to

participate, but large commercial spaces were

cities that support local solar energy. SolSmart

especially targeted since they contribute to 86%

offers cities no-cost technical assistance from a

of the citywide greenhouse gas emissions.

team of national experts working to evaluate

Not only does benchmarking provide a way to

programs that impact solar markets. Rated from

review and track the performance within

Bronze to Gold, the program recognizes cities

buildings to ensure it is using energy and water

which have demonstrated a commitment to solar

as anticipated, but also allows for additional

energy by taking tangible steps into integrating

benefits such as:

solar energy into their city. The city currently



Transparency for building owners, operators,

holds the Gold Level recognition, the highest

and municipal leaders aiming to achieve

possible designation from the program.

energy and climate goals .


In addition, Roseville received a Special

Peer comparison to create a frame of

Recognition Award in the Inspections category of

reference for setting and achieving further

the program, earning over 60% of the possible

performance goals


A forum to share operational best practices
to increase building performance across the
country

More information including participation steps can
be found on the City of Roseville website:
cityofroseville.com/3554/Voluntary-Benchmarking
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MINNESOTA
GREENCORPS MEMBER
MN GreenCorps member, Will Ristow, joined
the City of Roseville to advance sustainability
initiatives in September of 2020. The Minnesota
GreenCorps is an AmeriCorps & ServeMinnesota

PARTNERS IN ENERGY

program, with additional funding and support

The City of Roseville was accepted into Xcel

from the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.

Energy’s Partners in Energy Program in July of

MN GreenCorps members are assigned to non-

2020. Partners in Energy, or PiE, is a program

profits, municipalities, and other public sector

that supports communities in developing and

host sites. The focus areas for members are

implementing energy plans. For this process, a

pollution reduction, community readiness and

team composed of local leaders, business

outreach, green infrastructure improvements,

owners, and residents assisted in the creation of

and waste reduction.

Roseville’s Energy Action Plan in collaboration

Will Ristow primarily focused on creating and
implementing Roseville’s Building Benchmarking

with Xcel Energy, which was formally adopted by
the City Council on June 21, 2021.

program with Hennepin County, the Great Plains
Institute, and the Center for Energy and the
Environment. Additionally, he helped identify
City fleets for electrification, expanded
sustainability efforts by advancing GreenStep

The City of Roseville has begun to implement the

Cities, provided outreach about Roseville’s

Energy Action Plan by proceeding with the ap-

SolSmart Gold status, and coordinated with

proved timeline related to the 4 focus areas:

other Ramsey County cities to provide regional

1. Energy Burden

benefits related to the reduction of emissions.

2. Residential Energy Efficiency
3. Commercial/Industrial Energy Efficiency
4. Renewable Energy
To find out more about the Partners in
Energy Program and the Energy Action Plan,
visit the Roseville website:
cityofroseville.com/Partners-in-Energy
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Attachment C

Minnesota GreenStep Cities & Tribal Nations

A Green Team's Guide
to Best Practice 24:

Benchmarks
& Community
Engagement

Best Practice 24: Engage a broad spectrum of community members and stakeholders
in identifying and adopting outcome measures for GreenStep and other city
sustainability efforts, and continue community engagement through ongoing
education, dialogue, and campaigns.
Action 1: Inclusive and Coordinated Decision Making
Action 2: Communicating Progress on Goals
Action 3: Measuring Outcomes
Action 4: Public Education for Action
Action 5: Planning with a Purpose
Action 6: Engaging the Next Generation
Action 7: Expanding Community Engagement
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What’s a Green Team Guide?
Great question! A Green Team Guide takes a deeper dive into best practices from the
Minnesota GreenStep Program. It highlights communities that have implemented the
best practice in a unique way and gives Green Teams some implementation ideas. The
2020 edition focused on BP action 1.1 (B3 Benchmarking) and BP 6 (Comprehensive
Plans). This 2021 Guide tackles BP 24: Benchmarks and Community Engagement.

Why Benchmarks and Community Engagement?
If we want sustainability to be sustainable, then BP 24 is the place to start. When you
think BP 24, think PEOPLE!
“People” are one of the three Ps of sustainability: people,
planet, and prosperity. (It’s in a graphic, so you know it’s
true. It’s also in the American Planning Association’s report,
Assessing Sustainability: A Guide for Local Governments.)
When people participate in decision-making, they bring
information about on-the-ground conditions. That can
mean the difference between success and failure of a policy
or program. It can also lead to more holistic and innovative
solutions to thorny and interwoven challenges.
Community members also bring to the table another important component of decisionmaking: their values. If those values are included, the resulting decisions enjoy greater
legitimacy. Finding shared values can help bridge social divisions, and framing
sustainability conversations around those shared values helps increase acceptance.
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Making sure that community members can engage in a productive way requires that we
bring thoughtfulness and intention to designing our processes. This is essential for all to
benefit equitably from improvements to community quality of life. Using an equity lens
can be helpful for this. (For more information on using an equity lens, see the
publications by the International City and County Managers Association listed in the BP
24.1 Resources section.)
Designing for equity can make the outcomes for all
residents better. Everyone is not affected equally by a
community crisis, but improving the conditions of those
most affected by structural inequity will make our
communities better for all, an effect sometimes called the
“curb-cut effect.”

Sustainability is
more sustainable
when it reflects
community.

The Curb-Cut:
more than a section
of sidewalk

In “The Curb-Cut Effect,” Angela Glover Blackwell describes what happened when curb
cuts--the ramps designed to make sidewalks more accessible to people in wheelchairs-became the norm in US cities: “a magnificent and unexpected thing happened. When the
wall of exclusion came down, everybody benefited—not only people in wheelchairs.
Parents pushing strollers headed straight for curb cuts. So did workers pushing heavy
carts, business travelers wheeling luggage, even runners and skateboarders.”
In other words, when we design spaces to make sure that they are accessible to our
most vulnerable populations, we all benefit. And it’s not just the physical accessibility of
spaces that see this effect; this principle applies to policies, programs, and processes too.
In other words, “laws and programs designed to benefit vulnerable groups, such as the
disabled or people of color, often end up benefiting all of society.”
So, what kinds of “curb-cuts” could benefit your community?
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Constructive
Engagement:
putting it into
practice

Pretty much anyone who has worked in local government has their own community
engagement “horror story,” leading some to conclude that the answer is to avoid public
participation whenever possible.
Please don’t.
Community engagement can be messy. It can be uncomfortable. It can be frustrating. It
can also be breathtaking in its capacity to generate groundbreaking solutions in
communities. Sometimes getting to those solutions requires slogging through messy,
uncomfortable, and frustrating stages. And sometimes, choosing engagement strategies
carefully can help make those stages a little less messy, uncomfortable, and frustrating.

Ignore? Inform? Defend? Or Host?
Engagement horror stories are often the result of community members’ perceptions
(sometimes warranted!) that decisions have been made in advance by the powers-thatbe. The International City and County Managers Association describes some of the
engagement choices available to local governments when it comes to approaching
potentially contentious issues:
Defensive posturing in community engagement is very costly and can easily be avoided. By
utilizing a broader set of tools for online engagement in these circumstances, we come across
as more open and available; willing to hear all positions related to a decision. We will be better
positioned to provide facts and offer reasoning for decision making because we’ve allowed all
of the ideas and emotions to surface, we’ve listened—and we’ve provided an opportunity for
the public to do the same. Sometimes the opportunity is all that is needed—by providing it, we
remove the perception that we are hiding information or are being driven by ulterior motives—
we build trust in our community.
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1. Build relationships. The best time to build relationships is twenty years ago. The
second best time is today. (Coincidentally, the same is true of planting trees - see BP 16.)
Build relationships with and among diverse segments of your community. Relationships
are the ties that hold communities together as they grapple with challenging issues.
2. Build trust. Healthy relationships are based on trust. Be a local government that has
proven that it can be trusted to be transparent, and to listen and respond effectively to
the needs and priorities of residents. (Want to learn more about building trust? Check
out Deloitte Insights Building Trust in Government.)
3. Reduce barriers to engagement. Use a range of different engagement approaches-in person, phone, online. Schedule meetings in locations and at times that make it easy
for diverse segments of the community to attend. Consider providing childcare. Not sure
what the barriers are in your community? Ask!
4. Structure the process carefully. How you do engagement matters. Sometimes, a
big public meeting is not the most effective way to get constructive engagement. Small
group processes, one-on-one conversations, or other strategies may be more useful.
5. Listen. Try to understand community members’ underlying values. For example,
values might include independence, resilience, or community solidarity. Speaking to
values increases decision legitimacy and spurs win-win solutions to multiple challenges.
6. Value lived experience. This is important in many contexts, but perhaps most
importantly when it comes to past and present injustices. Pretending injustice doesn’t
exist won’t make it go away.
7. Think forward. Lead with questions that invite community members to envision what
they would like to see more of in the future. This often helps community members focus
on areas of shared value.
8. Know when you need help. If a topic is particularly contentious, consider bringing in
an outside individual or team who can facilitate the process in an impartial way.
9. Share data...and share stories. Data show areas of progress and concern. Stories
show why they matter. The best stories help people envision how they, too, can be part
of a more inclusive and sustainable community.
10. Make engagement matter. To capture the benefits of engagement, you have to
connect it with decision making. The most important way to build trust, increase
legitimacy of decisions, and show that you value people’s time and input is to build what
you learn from the engagement into your policies and programs...and then share results!
Bonus: Every community is unique. Adapt and innovate!
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Best Practice Actions:
a deeper dive
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Action 1:
inclusive and
coordinated
decision making
BP 24.1: Use a city commission or committee to lead, coordinate, report to and engage community
members on the identification and equitable implementation of sustainability best practices.

24.1 in Action:
Rochester’s Sustainability and Resiliency Task Force
In 2020 Rochester created a Sustainability and Resiliency Task Force to ensure both
meaningful community engagement and coordination across existing commissions and
committees. Rochester’s website describes this decision in the following way:
Social equity, environmental stewardship, fiscal responsibility and sustainability are the
foundational principles of the City Council and the reason the City is taking action to ensure
that the community has a voice in guiding a sustainability and resiliency plan.
The City of Rochester has created a Sustainability and Resiliency Task Force whose
purpose is to develop and implement a plan with input and guidance from all of
Rochester's residents. This task force includes a diverse cross-section of the community
to ensure that all voices are represented. Task force members will leverage existing
commissions, committees, community organizations and nonprofits to address and
implement goals outlined in adopted plans to formulate a community-wide sustainability
and community resiliency plan.
According to Mayor Kim Norton, “It’s remarkable how just a few simple adjustments to
our physical environment or minor changes to our behaviors can result in a substantial
positive impact on our environment and on the future of our planet. We all need to do
our part in order to assure our children and grandchildren have a safe and secure future.
Our youth are asking us to help. I hope the community will join me in doing our part to
make certain that their concerns and fears are addressed.”
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Why Inclusive and Coordinated Decision Making?
Prevent burn-out: many hands make light work!
Ensure that progress continues even if a particular staff person or volunteer leaves.
Improve effectiveness by coordinating across departments.
Identify key community needs and concerns, and solutions that address them.
Increase legitimacy of decisions: people support solutions they have helped craft.
Affirm the value and advantage of diversity itself.

Guiding Questions for Inclusive Decision Making
Who’s at the table? Who’s missing? Think beyond the usual suspects.
Local government departments? Regional organizations?
Elders? Youth? People with a disability?
Black, Indigenous, People of Color?
New residents or residents who speak different languages?
Renters? Landlords? Homeowners? Manufactured home park residents?
Large employers? Small businesses? Workers’ organizations? Non-profits?
Agricultural producers? Educational institutions? Service providers?
Is the table accessible? What barriers might people face when they try to participate
in decision making? Is the process designed to remove those barriers? Think about
meeting location and timing, childcare, stipends for people’s time, invitations to
underrepresented groups, clear communication, welcoming settings, refreshments.
Consider providing orientation or training for potential committee members.
Is the table meaningful? Are decisions being made before engagement occurs or does
the engagement shape the decisions? For decisions to have legitimacy among
community members, make sure they are truly part of the process from the outset.

Star-Level Examples
A staff green team, or small working
group (e.g., city manager, council
member, citizen commission chair)
exists; city participation in a multicity/regional green team; annual
news article/media to community
members referencing GreenStep (&
other programs as relevant); city
website has a link to city's GreenStep web page & summary of
sustainability initiatives. Report city
Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion or
Human Rights Commissions under
BPA 24.7.

A community group, city task
force/commission or committee of
city staff/officials exists to lead &
coordinate sustainability/GreenStep
implementation; city has a dedicated sustainability position on city
staff that works with the staff &/or
community green team/commission. Report annual environmental/
sustainability reports to city council
under BPA 24.3.
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A joint committee of city staff/
officials & community members
(business, education, religious, etc.)
exists & meets regularly; community members on the committee
represent the community’s racial,
economic, abilities, & other diverse
representation.

Resources for Inclusive Decision Making
The Blandin Community Leadership Program trains leaders from rural Minnesota
communities.
The International City and County Managers Association (ICMA) shares resources
“Sustainability Through an Equity Lens, an Introduction.”
ICMA identified 11 leading practices used by communities pursuing sustainability that
includes social equity in “Social Equity and Local Government Sustainability.”
The Intercultural Cities program is an entry point for assessing diversity and awareness
on human rights in your community. You can start with the Intercultural Citizenship Test
and then use the program to learn how diversity is an advantage.
Several University of Minnesota entities came together to create this resource “Creating a
Welcoming Community: A Toolkit to Support Immigrants, Refugees, and BIPOC.” It is free
to download.
The Government Alliance on Race and Equity (GARE) is a national network of
governments working to achieve racial equity and advance opportunities for all.
Engaging Local Government Leaders (ELGL) offers a 5 part series on “Diversity, Equity,
Inclusion, and Belonging in Government.”
Additional resources are available on the Minnesota GreenStep website.
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Action 2:
communicating
progress on goals

BP 24.2: Organize goals/outcome measures from all city plans (social, environmental, economic) and
report to community members data that show progress toward meeting these goals.

24.2 in Action:
Duluth's Priority Based Budgeting
Duluth identifies priorities with sustainability woven into them, and then reports progress
annually. For this, Duluth uses Priority Based Budgeting (PBB), a methodology that
matches community priorities with available resources. The budget document itself
identifies how departmental goals and capital expenditures align with the priorities and
includes outcome measurements for the prior three years as well as the current budget
year.
Duluth began using PBB in December 2017. Then, during the July 2018 Sidewalk Days,
the city launched a game to build community engagement into the PBB process. They
provided 10 PBB coins to each constituent, who got to allocate those coins to the
priorities they thought were most important to the city. In April 2019, they launched a
version of the game on the city’s website. 800 people participated in just the first 10 days.
As Duluth looks to add equity and inclusion to their priorities, they will leverage their use
of PBB and continuous community engagement. Their 2021 Budget Book indicates “racial
equity and inclusion touch all of the City’s priorities.” In 2020, the city hired Mindy Granley
as Sustainability Officer. Granley confirmed, “Whether you’re interested in saving money
and resources over time, protecting open space, or building a more resilient economy,
sustainability is about aiming to provide a high quality of life in a community for all of its
residents.”
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Why Communicate Progress on Goals?
Transparency. Accountability. Ongoing engagement.
Advance community resilience and quality of life by letting citizens know what the
targets are, if they are being met, and how they can help.
Engaging community members in performance management requires reporting
progress. This creates a data-driven decision making process that lends credibility to
government and adds value to the community.
Reporting progress is more than a statement of workload measures (such as light
bulbs replaced). Start by understanding the goals of the community. Select, define
and report results that are important to the community members.

Guiding Questions for Communicating Progress
Communicating progress...on what? What are the major goals that have been
identified? What was the process through which they were identified? How were
community members engaged in identifying those goals? How can this be
communicated to community members?
Communicating progress...to whom? Who are our internal and external audiences
(stakeholders)? What information will be the most meaningful and useful to our
stakeholders?
Communicating progress...how? Are we using multiple media and formats? Think
beyond the annual report: blog posts, newspaper, social media, text, graphics, videos,
podcasts, radio.
Communicating progress...for what purpose? Are there direct links among goals,
communications, and decision making about resource allocation (staff time, budget)?

Star-Level Examples
Report goals/outcomes annually
from plans such as comprehensive,
parks, library, housing, stormwater,
drinking
water,
transportation,
economic development, energy,
sustainability; issue a city Performance Management Report.

Achieve 1 Star rating AND identify
specific steps from city departments
on how to improve performance or
meet goals that were not met in the
previous year & incorporate them
into the city's updated annual sustainability work plan.
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Integrate goals/outcomes reporting
explicitly into the city capital
improvement planning process,
identifying how public dollars are
targeted to meeting sustainability
goals in the plans.

Resources for Communicating Progress on Goals
Learn more about Priority Based Budgeting as used by Duluth, MN.
The National Civic Review devoted an entire issue to the importance of “Engaging the
Public in Local Government Performance Measurement and Reporting.”
PA Times, publication of the American Society for Public Administration shares the
importance of planning and reporting in “Engaging Citizens in Performance Management
and Strategic Planning.”
The Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) of the Financial Accounting
Standards Board shares guidelines of Service Efforts and Accomplishments (SEA)
reporting. This methodology has a goal of reporting how well government assesses
priorities and then delivers appropriate services.
The American Planning Association provides a guide for local government that defines
sustainability, as well as how to implement, measure, and report it called “Assessing
Sustainability: A Guide for Local Governments.”
Additional resources are available on the Minnesota GreenStep website.
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Action 3:
measuring
outcomes

BP 24.3: Engage community members and partners in identifying, measuring, and reporting progress
on key sustainability and social indicators, including energy use/greenhouse gas emissions, social
vitality/social inclusion outcome measures.

24.3 in Action:
Richfield’s Climate Action Plan
In 2020, the Richfield city council approved a Climate Action Plan with 80 actions, across
six focus areas, to be completed in the next five years. Results “will be annually reviewed
by the Sustainability Commission, with efforts and achievements presented to the City
Council annually as well.” From LED streetlights to chicken ordinances, the plan identifies
specific actions. City leaders appreciate this. "A lot of climate action plans out there are
very big picture, but lacking in specific details," said Councilmember Whalen. "This plan
has clear steps and we will know each year if we are succeeding or not at working toward
our goal of becoming a more sustainable city." Importantly, equity is a priority. According
to Rachel Lindholm, Sustainability Coordinator, “Equity and sustainability are always
connected in my mind. If you think about weatherization or energy efficiency it is
generally those who can least afford to pay that live in the least efficient housing.”
This is reflected in the climate plan: "It is well-known that climate change has and will
continue to affect everyone, disproportionately affecting marginalized populations. This
includes our elderly, people of color, disabled, non-English speaking, low-income, and
immunocompromised friends, family, and neighbors." These efforts build on Richfield’s
participation in the Racial Equity Cohort led by the Government Alliance for Race and
Equity (GARE). Equity enters into the plan in areas from food access, to urban forests, to
energy efficiency. By establishing specific actions (and timelines), the plan lays
groundwork for evaluating outcomes in these areas.
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Why Measure Outcomes?
Without measuring outcomes, it is hard to tell if your efforts are working. Combining
“effort” metrics with “effectiveness” metrics helps identify strategies that are working,
as well as areas for improvement.
Meaningful metrics help stakeholders focus future efforts on priorities and gaps.
Measuring and reporting also help build trust and credibility.
Communities want to see leadership on the quality of life and resilience issues that
matter to them. Measuring outcomes demonstrates that leadership.

Guiding Questions for Measuring Outcomes
What are we already measuring? Given community members’ priorities, what other
information might be useful for informing policy and program design? How are we
incorporating equity and environmental justice into our choices about data collection,
analysis, and reporting? Do we consider the social distribution of the costs and
benefits of policy choices? Remember: lack of policy is still a policy choice.
Are we looking at spatial dimensions of sustainability? Maps are essential here.
Will our data help us measure progress over time on issues of concern to our
community? Are we striking the right balance between ease of data collection and
meaningfulness for decision making? Do we measure both effort (e.g. dollars or hours
spent) and effectiveness (e.g. energy usage or phosphorus concentrations in water)?
Do our metrics consider key aspects of sustainability: people, planet, and prosperity?
Is our public reporting on metrics easy to understand and accessible for the
community? Do we report metrics (and context) in ways that are engaging and useful?
Do we use language and units of measurement that speak to our community? Is our
internal reporting - for staff and electeds - accessible and useful?

Star-Level Examples
Produce a city environmental/
sustainability report/summary with
metric indicators; update your city
council periodically at public
meetings or during an annual work
session; involve an existing city
council committee or community
task force.

Adopt (ideally after a public process and city council review) &
commit to measure and annually
report on sustainability indicators,
generally related to or directly tied
to the city's work on GreenStep
best practices; may include community-wide energy & water use,
vehicle miles traveled, & waste
generated (Regional Indicators
Initiative or Metropolitan Green
house Gas Assessment).
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Use a public process (or public
commission with broad representational diversity) to identify, adopt,
& commit to measure and annually
report on broad sustain-ability
(environmental, social, & economic)
indicators, such as those covered
by GreenStep Step 4/5 metrics;
compare measurements & outcomes with city goals & performance benchmarks.

Resources for Measuring Outcomes
The Step 4/5 Metrics Dashboard provides data visualization for Step 4 & 5 reporting
communities that can easily be shared with community leaders and residents.
The Center for Small Towns at the University of Minnesota - Morris has faculty and
students who partner with small cities on data collection and other forms of support on
specific issues identified by the city.
Heather Krause. Webinar recording of “How Not to Use Data Like a Racist.” This webinar
(complete with provocative title), has useful insights into unintentional biases that may
occur with data collection and evaluation.
Alexis Goggans of Be-Bold Services prepared a set of possible equity-related indicators
as part of her Equity in Action Toolkit.
Public Management Review compares sustainability reporting frameworks used by
European cities and countries in “Sustainability Reporting by Local Governments: A Magic
Tool? Lessons on Use and Usefulness from European Pioneers.”
The American Planning Association provides a guide for local government that defines
sustainability, as well as how to implement, measure, and report it called “Assessing
Sustainability: A Guide for Local Governments.”
The Government Alliance on Race and Equity (GARE) is a national network of
governments working to achieve racial equity and advance opportunities for all. GARE
provides a “Racial Equity Toolkit, An Opportunity to Operationalize Equity” with guidance
to set equity goals and measure outcomes.
Use of online maps that incorporate and visualize metrics can be a more engaging
reporting mechanism. This student used Geographic Information System (GIS) maps to
visualize environmental justice in the Twin Cities.
Review good practices for incorporating equity in a city sustainability plan including
metrics on progress in reduction of disparities in “Equity in Sustainability, An Equity Scan
of Local Government Sustainability Programs.” Practices are provided by the Urban
Sustainability Directors Network, a peer-to-peer organization of local government
professionals.
Additional resources are available on the Minnesota GreenStep website.
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Action 4:
public education
for action

BP 24.4: Conduct or support a broad sustainability education and action campaign, building on
existing city & community relationships, networks & events involving:
- the entire community - community leaders - homeowners - manufactured home communities - landlords and tenants - community-based organizations - block clubs - neighborhood associations - front yards/sidewalks - congregations - schools - colleges -

24.4 in Action:
The Morris Model
The University of Minnesota, Morris (UMM) earned a 2017 Minnesota Climate
Adaptation Award by the Minnesota Climate Adaptation Partnership (MCAP). The awards
are presented to individuals, organizations, institutions, and businesses in recognition of
their exceptional achievements in leadership, education, research, policies, and
practices that have resulted in development or implementation of climate change
adaptation strategies.
"UMM is to be commended in successfully promoting the 'Morris Model' for public
engagement and leading widespread planning for climate adaptation throughout the
infrastructure of the greater community that surrounds the campus. In promoting
climate resilience UMM has successfully partnered with many different units of
government and nonprofit organizations to address areas of concern where climate
change is already having impacts. They serve as a terrific role model for other
institutions to engage their surrounding community in meeting the challenges of climate
change."—Mark Seeley, professor and MCAP Awards Committee co-chair
Want to learn more? There’s a website! Check out The Morris Model.
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Why Public Education for Action?
Engaging community members early and often makes it more likely that solutions
will be innovative, appropriate, and accepted.
Participating community members increase knowledge and problem solving skills.
Empowers people with different backgrounds to create positive change in their lives
and community. It can also build up a network of local community members,
strengthening capacity to address challenges successfully.
Increase trust between community organizations and local government.

Guiding Questions for Public Education for Action
Is the process transparent and participatory? Are we engaging community members
in identifying solutions that work for them? Have we created an opportunity for
learning through group discussion? Is the process legitimate, with input from all
participants incorporated into the project design and implementation?
Have we created an environment that will allow long-term and consistent
participation from community members? Is a broad cross-section of the community
involved? Have we considered potential barriers to participation such as need for
child care, transportation, accessibility in location, need for interpreters?
Have we provided guidelines for communicating that can help develop trust between
community leaders and members? Is objective information provided?
Have we considered ways to make participation fun and engaging, like “gamification”?

Star-Level Examples
At least 2 informational/educational
activities or creation of a group to
work on such; promotion of/
assistance with Friendly Front Yards,
block clubs, neighborhood associations.
Report
marketing
&
outreach programs that are limited
to promoting/achieving residential
energy/water use reduction under
BPA 2.1; report business outreach
campaigns under BP 25; report
youth/student engagement in city
government under BPA 24.6; report
other targeted campaigns under
topic-specific actions, e.g. BPA 23.3.

Sustained activities covering a range
of topics (active living, food, water,
energy, electric vehicles, etc.) that
have some challenge, assistance
&/or measurement elements; documented accomplishments such as
Green Ribbon School recognition,
GreenStep Schools participation,
Friendly Fronts apartment building
certification; city work that supports
schools/youth (through an ecology
club, school green team, Parks & Rec
programming, etc.).
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Recurring activities & multiple
reported outcomes involving diverse
audiences within the community
with: increased multimodal commuting, increased electric vehicle
adoption, equitable access to local
and healthy foods, reduced water
and energy use, improved water &
air quality, etc.

Resources for Public Education for Action
The Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy (IATP) used a “Citizen Jury” process in 5
counties to discuss climate and generate a place-based response. The philosophy,
structure, and outcomes of the Rural Climate Dialogues are available on their website.
The National League of Cities' ecoAmerica guides provide research-proven practices for
successful climate communication and discussion with community members.
The Psychology of Sustainable Behavior, by Christie Manning, introduces research-based
tips from psychology to help in efforts to empower sustainability in residents and the
workplace.
Learn more about how Lake Crystal gamified energy efficiency with their Beat the Peak
Challenge (it’s BP 2.1, but still relevant to this conversation). Want to really nerd out on
gamification? Check out Sarah-Kristin Thiel’s article, “Let’s Play Urban Planner: The Use of
Game Elements in Public Participation Platforms.”
The University of Minnesota Morris and the surrounding community created the MN
Morris Model to work on sustainability, resilience, and climate change.
The University of Pennsylvania, College of Agricultural Sciences shares a guide as part of
their toolbox on rural community engagement.
The UK Based CommunityPlanningToolkit.org provides a toolkit on community planning.
Everyday Democracy, a project of the Paul J Aicher Foundation, has a mission to advance
community dialogue. They provide a series of guides, toolkits, worksheets, and handouts
as resources for changemaking through community engagement.
RacialEquityTools.org provides a page of resources for public engagement with an equity
lens.
Additional resources are available on the Minnesota GreenStep website.
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Action 5:
planning with a
purpose

BP 24.5: Conduct a community visioning and planning initiative that engages a diverse set of
community members & stakeholders and uses a sustainability, resilience, or environmental justice
framework: Strong Towns, Resiliency, Transition, Appreciative Inquiry, Eco-municipalities, Smart
Cities, Healthy Communities.

24.5 in Action:
Warren Designs for Community Regeneration (D4CR)
D4CR is a MN Design Center initiative that seeks "to imagine
and plan a thriving and equitable future for the city of Warren."
D4CR will partner with communities in a process of imagining and
planning their resilient future, addressing food, water, and energy
security while increasing economic opportunities, social cohesion,
and finding affordable housing options. Communities participate
in a ground-up "Geodesign" process assisted by geographic data,
and a dashboard for community goals.
Given the pandemic, meetings have been virtual. These
include meetings of four "Point of View" teams, which
represent existing residents and businesses, newcomers and
cultural organizations, government representatives and
organizations, and investors. The teams make use of several
key techniques: asset mapping (existing community assets),
backcasting (working backward from desired futures),
geodesign (using GIS), and a regenerative scorecard (including
Place, Water, Energy, Health & Happiness, Materials, Equity,
Beauty, and Economic Development).
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Why Plan with a Purpose?
Building communities that are resilient and livable requires planning with intention.
Increasing meaningful community engagement leads to better addressing the needs
of community members.
Creating a shared meaning about sustainability increases the community’s ability to
make progress toward a healthy and sustainable future for all community members.
A clean and safe environment is essential for a community to thrive and prosper.
Shared prosperity benefits everyone!

Guiding Questions for Planning with a Purpose
Who’s at the table? Who’s missing? Who are our community stakeholders? How are we
making sure that stakeholders are represented and do not face barriers to
participation? What sources of diversity exist in our community? How are we ensuring
that our planning process, participants, and outcomes reflect that diversity?
Do participants have the opportunity to shape programs and policies from the
beginning, or is the engagement seen as an opportunity to sell a decision to the
community?
What are our guiding principles and mission? What areas do we want to focus on and
incorporate into our planning efforts (energy, buildings, transportation, procurement,
investments, people, equity, health, air, water, climate, local foods, waste)?
What local data are available about our community assets and needs? How can we use
our planning process to build on existing community assets to address community
needs?
Is there an existing planning framework that fits our community goals? Do we need to
adapt it to fit our local context?
See also the guiding questions for BP 24.1.

Star-Level Examples
Host a community meeting/event
that explicitly uses a sustainability
framework. Report staff training and
GARE participation under BPA 24.7
(previously here). Report specific
examples of expanding community
engagement to diverse audiences
under BPA 24.7.

Conduct a health impact assessment of city plans/policies/development; conduct a comprehensive
health/housing/ food access study
or environmental justice assessment across demographics.
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Achieve 2-star rating and adopt a
sustainability plan or other implementation plan &/or goals &
document concrete actions taken
toward achieving them. Report
adopted energy or climate plans
under BPA 6.5. Report adopted
equity plans under BPA 24.7. Report
adopted resiliency plans under BPA
29.2.

Resources for Planning with a Purpose
Review good practices for incorporating equity in a city sustainability plan, including
metrics on progress in reduction of disparities, in “Equity in Sustainability, An Equity Scan
of Local Government Sustainability Programs.” Provided by the Urban Sustainability
Directors Network a peer-to-peer organization of local government professionals.
Learn about the Strong Towns approach to making communities stronger and more
resilient.
The Statewide Health Improvement Partnership (SHIP) at the Minnesota Department of
Health assists with community-driven solutions for healthier living.
University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point, Center for Land Use Education provides a free
toolkit on Eco-Municipalities and Sustainable Communities with a step-by-step approach.
You can also learn about the basics of land use planning.
Learn about the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Culture of Health Framework
focused on achieving health equity by connecting health with social, economic, physical
and environmental factors.
From the EPA’s Environmental Justice Workgroup, the report “EPA Local Government
Advisory Committee’s EJ Best Practices for Local Government” identifies current
challenges and case studies from across the country of innovative problem solving
strategies communities have used to improve environmental and public health
outcomes.
Learn about Portland, Oregon's use of a Framework for Equity. Rather than a complaint
based system they use a budget-equity assessment process that includes tracking and
sharing of data on disparities.
The Department of Housing and Urban Development provides an entry level guide
“Sustainability Planning Toolkit: A Comprehensive Guide to Help Cities and Counties
Develop a Sustainability Plan.”
Additional resources are available on the Minnesota GreenStep website.
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Action 6:
engaging the next
generation

BP 24.6: Engage wide representation of community youth and college students by creating
opportunities to participate in city government (including commissions).

24.6 in Action:
La Crescent's GreenStep Committee
The City of La Crescent achieved Best Practice Action 24.6 at the 3-star level when they
added two high school students to their GreenStep Committee.
Students were chosen by the High School science faculty, approved by the City Council,
and hold regular positions on the team. Jason Ludwigson, City Sustainability
Coordinatorsays that the students “provided valuable feedback, particularly to formulate
outreach for the Partners in Energy (PiE) program.” PiE is an Xcel Energy grant program
that uses local and utility resources to set and meet clean energy goals. Ludwigson
continued, “Students' life experiences and views are different from adults, especially
when it comes to sustainability. They will experience more of the climate impacts and
challenges in the future, so it is important to have their perspectives on the team.”
La Crescent entered the GreenStep Cities program in 2015 and employed college interns
from neighboring cities to great success for the first few years. These part-time student
interns helped them organize their GreenStep Committee and set up B3 building
benchmarking. Ludwigson said, “depending on the scope of your program and your
budget, college interns can be really helpful. They can be most effective if they are
enrolled in a degree program specific to sustainability, if they are knowledgeable and
passionate, and if they have a mentor.” The city has transitioned in recent years to a parttime paid staff person to advance additional objectives.
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Why Engage the Next Generation?
It gives young people an additional opportunity to become connected to their
community--both natural and human.
It helps youth develop personal skills and leadership qualities, and prepares youth to
be active citizens in democracy.
Young people have a right to represent their values and priorities! They understand
their reality in a way that is different from that of people even just a little older.
Engaging youth in environmental protection can change not only the youths’
behaviors and attitudes, but possibly also those of their families and other adults.
Youth are valued stakeholders in creating effective and inclusive policies.

Guiding Questions for Engaging the Next Generation
How are youth and young adults involved in local government and sustainability
planning? How can we make youth engagement meaningful and sustained? Do youth
and young adults have real opportunities to provide input and affect decision making?
Is the role of the youth representatives clear to adult committee members?
What are the youth groups in our community? Are there ways to involve them in
governance? Are there segments of the youth population who are not represented or
involved? Have we found ways to involve youth that represent the racial, cultural,
economic, and other forms of diversity in our community?
Are there particular barriers that youth face, such as transportation or school
schedules? Can we provide training to youth so that they feel comfortable
participating?

Star-Level Examples
Student involvement in Youth in City
Government Day; student group
engaged with city on a project;
student/intern help with GreenStep
action entry. Report under action
24.4 city staff efforts to support
schools/youth to improve their own
schools.

Student involvement in a city green
committee/commission;
separate
youth/student committee or commission (note to what extent it
focuses on sustainability issues);
high school student internships
offered in city government; formal
city volunteer program focused on
youth; create a professional development &/or mentorship program.
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3 or more youth/students of
varying backgrounds involved in a
campaign working directly with your
city council; 2 or more dedicated
youth positions on a city environmental commission; ongoing connection between a high school
environmental club & city commission that has youth positions;
regular student interns to work on
sustainability issues.

Resources for Engaging the Next Generation
Minnesota GreenStep has a GreenStep Schools program!
California’s Institute for Local Government provides tips for “Engaging Youth in Your
Agency’s Sustainability Activities.”
USAID provides “Youth Engagement in Development: Effective Approaches and ActionOriented Recommendations for the Field,” which explores the ladder of young people’s
participation.
The National Civics League reviews seven best practices in “Best Practices for Youth
Engagement in Municipal Government.”
From Washington State read dozens of youth participation examples and sample
documents of youth commissions, councils, advisory boards, and student internship
programs.
Two MN organizations help students engage with city government: Youth Environmental
Activists Minnesota (YEA! MN) and Youth Eco Solutions (YES!).
Additional resources are available on the Minnesota GreenStep website.
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Action 7:
expanding
engagement

BP 24.7: Engage Black, Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC), renters, low-income, new Americans,
differently abled and other traditionally under-represented community members by encouragement,
and support to participate in current and new opportunities to participate in city government.

24.7 in Action:
Engage Winona Seeks to...Engage Winona!
Engage Winona is a local non-profit organization that works with the City of Winona (as
well as other entities) to drive "equitable civic action and social change by working to
ensure everyone has access, voice and power in community planning, decision-making
and changemaking." Over the past few years, Engage Winona has led and collaborated
on numerous projects. One of the most interesting is an effort called the Lived
Experience Leader Cohort, which works over the course of several months to develop
community members' civic muscles: the skills and confidence to overcome systemic and
trust barriers to pursue projects rooted in their lived experiences.
Brian Voerding, founder and director of Engage Winona, offers these suggestions for
local governments looking to build trust and expand meaningful engagement:
Meet people where they're at. Build networks throughout the community.
Listen hard. Ask questions. You don't have to do it all or know it all.
Follow their process, not yours.
Do engagement a little at a time.
Don't take sides. (If you have to take sides, get a neutral facilitator, and meet in a
neutral space.)
Avoid binary issue framing. Frame in a future-oriented way, with concrete outcomes.
-Thanks to Brian Voerding for sharing information on Engage Winona.
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Why Expand Engagement?
Identifying and addressing community priorities requires that community members
have access to the processes where the local government's priorities are set.
Building on community assets requires a strong understanding what those
community assets are and how to build on them.
Innovation expands where diverse perspectives come together!
Integrating new community members is essential for economic prosperity. That
means making sure all community members are able to engage in local government.

Guiding Questions for Expanding Engagement
Who's in the room? Who's not in the room? Who's speaking? Who's not speaking?
Who's being heard? Who's not being heard?
What are the barriers to effective participation? If we don't know what the barriers are,
do we ask? Are our public spaces accessible and welcoming? Do we go to where
people already or do we expect them to come to us?
Do we provide diverse engagement opportunities, in diverse formats, in diverse
spaces, and, when necessary, in diverse languages? Do we provide leadership training
opportunities for community members?
Do we communicate in multiple formats, spaces, and languages? If we don't know the
best ways to communicate and engage with a given segment of the community, do we
go to them and ask what the best ways are?

Star-Level Examples
Provide diversity, equity, inclusion, &
bias training for city staff, electeds,
and volunteers; provide ADA and
reasonable accommodation training
for department heads & managers;
develop an equity statement that
addresses the city’s overarching
goals; include an equity chapter in
the Comprehensive Plan.

Participate in a process that promotes equity in local government,
such as becoming a member of
GARE; take multiple concrete steps
to increase accessibility of local
government operations & decision
making, such as by providing
childcare for public meetings; hosting participation opportunities in
multiple & accessible locations,
formats, &/or languages; ensuring
that city communications are
available in languages spoken by
community members; review &
assess city regulations for their
impacts on underrepresented populations; address equity throughout the Comprehensive Plan.
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A committee/commission with wide
community representation exists &
meets regularly to provide ongoing
guidance to city government on
expanding & improving the quality of
community engagement, particularly
among historically marginalized
community members; regular reporting on progress made in ensuring
equitable access to city government
programs, planning, budgeting &
decision-making; develop & adopt a
community equity plan with ample
opportunity for public engagement
& participation; use Equitable Development Scorecard or an equivalent
tool to assess development or
redevelopment proposals.

Resources for Expanding Engagement
The Blandin Community Leadership Program trains leaders from rural Minnesota
communities.
For more details on Minnesota's demographics and economic prosperity, see the
Immigrants and Minnesota’s Workforce Report from the Committee on Minnesota
Workforce and Immigrants.
The Region 5 Development Commission has developed resources around creating
Welcoming Communities.
Looking to up your facilitation skills? Check out the Convergent Facilitation book and
trainings.
The Red Boot Way is a method of intentional listening used by Engage Winona (and
many others).
The Aspen Institute's Better Arguments Project is a national effort to bridge civic divides.
The League of Minnesota Cities has a useful resource page on race equity.
Additional resources are available on the Minnesota GreenStep website.
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Benchmarks and
Community Engagement:
some additional useful approaches
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Beltrami Area
Resiliency Team:
100 cups of coffee

100 Cups is an engagement process in Beltrami County, Minnesota, taking place from
March-December 2020, led by a group of community members called the Beltrami Area
Resiliency Team, and coordinated by the Beltrami Area Service Collaborative.
The process is described as follows:
“100 Cups is a community-driven framework that listens to the voices of those who are
not typically at the decision-making table. The format of 100 Cups is simple—volunteer
interviewers have cups of coffee one-on-one with 100 community members. Questions
center around community values, priorities, strengths, challenges, and hopes for the
future.”
Some of the questions included:
What values do you think are most important to your community?
What’s something you know that you wish other people in your community knew and
paid attention to?
What are the most significant challenges that your community faces?
What’s one thing that could be done right now that would make a difference for your
community?
“I wish there was a place in our community where…”
Do you feel like you have a voice when decisions are made in the community?
The results have been shared on the resiliency team’s website and through events. As of
June 2021, this process is focused on community conversations to identify next steps:
working toward “self-healing communities, building more empathy within our community,
and creating more spaces where all voices are heard.”
Learn more on the Beltrami Area Resiliancy Team website.
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Itasca Area
Circle of Healing:
talking is action

The Circle of Healing is a group of Native and non-native people in the Itasca area whose
purpose is to take the courageous actions needed to create communities that are culturally
aware and considerate of all its residents and visitors.
The Circle of Healing was formed after nine people from the Itasca area attended a 2011
White Earth Tribal College workshop on Native American historical trauma. The Circle,
which continued for a decade, included dozens of community members - both Native
and non-native - and was coordinated by Becky LaPlant of the Blandin Foundation. The
project summary describes its central approach:
From that first meeting to the group’s conclusion, a Talking Circle was used to convene the
group. This way of bringing people together asks that they speak honestly and truthfully from
the heart and listen attentively to others, without cross talk or interference when someone else
is speaking. This format was invaluable to the group – strong enough to support them
through deeply personal conversations, cultural learning, tears, laughter and anger – while
flexible enough to allow the group’s membership to expand as their work evolved.
As LaPlant put it, "Talking is action."
Early on, the Circle adopted as its core principles the Seven Grandfather Teachings:
Gwayakwaadiziwin (Honesty), Debwewin (Truth), Inendizowin (Humility), Zaagi’idiwin
(Love), Nibwaakaawin (Wisdom), Zoongide’iwin (Courage), and Manaaji’idiwin (Respect).
Over the next decade, Circle of Healing members retained their commitment to these
principles. Working from a place of humility and love often meant learning to suspend
judgment and arbitrary timeframes. From historical trauma to present life challenges,
"people have so much going on," said LaPlant. "And my timeline doesn't dictate what
happens in someone else's community."
It is not possible to list in this space all of the Circle of Healing’s many accomplishments,
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but here are some of the highlights:
The establishment and celebration of Indigenous Peoples Day in the City of Grand
Rapids, the Resolution for which was passed unanimously by City Council in 2014.
The ceremonial raising of the Leech Lake Tribal Flag at the County Courthouse and
Chamber of Commerce buildings.
Collaboration to reduce barriers for Native American teachers and to ensure the
accurate and respectful inclusion of Native American history in school curriculum.
Hosting of community film screenings and discussions, including the films Dawnland,
Dodging Bullets: Stories from Survivors of Historical Trauma, The Doctrine of Discovery:
Unmasking the Domination Code, Reel Injun, Indian Horse, and Neither Wolf Nor Dog.
Participation of over 100 people from 12 different organizations (including all of the
Grand Rapids Police Department), in Anishinaabe Worldview Training cohorts: 3½
days of immersive training taught by Red Lake Nation Elder Renee Gurneau.
Establishment of Biidaajimotaage - S/he Brings the News, an active Facebook group
with current, local news from Indian Country, as well as information on cultural
events, training and volunteer opportunities and resources.
Bringing the Why Treaties Matter exhibit to 22 sites across the region.
Support for the youth-led development and construction of Mikinaak Park, an
accessible and culturally significant playground in the community of Ball Club.
The Circle of Healing's accomplishments are impressive, and they did not come easily.
The work was built on the foundation of trust, and that trust was built by ongoing, honest
dialogue, by humility and a willingness to learn, and by people showing up in ways that
valued and supported community members and their goals. Not once, not twice, but
over and over again.
- Thank you to Noreen Hautala and Becky LaPlant for sharing about the Circle of Healing.

Artist Wesley May, with youth members Arionna and Teona, creating a Seven Teachings mural during a pre-Covid summer gathering.
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Rural Climate
Dialogues:
citizens juries

For climate solutions to work, they must be connected to community solutions…. Listening to
communities about what they need is the only way to create policies that work on the ground
and bring people together. -Tara Ritter, IATP
From 2014 - 2020, the Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy partnered with the
Center for New Democratic Processes (formerly Jefferson Center) to host Rural Climate
Dialogues in five Minnesota counties: Stevens, Itasca, Winona, Redwood, and Murray.
Conversations focused on community resilience and local energy systems, and brought
together 15-21 randomly selected participants representative of the community, a form
of engagement called the "Citizens Jury."
Over the course of a session lasting 2-3 days,
participants (who were compensated for their time) got
to know each other, established ground rules for
discussion, heard presentations from local subject
matter experts, debriefed and deliberated after each
presentation, collectively drafted a statement for their
neighbors, and voted to identify key community
challenges.

Community
Microcosm

Sufficient
Time for
Study

Democratic
Conversation

Citizens
Jury

Minimizing
Biases

High Quality
Information
Productive
Deliberation

Each RCD's recommendations have been shared widely:

The most effective messengers of this information are participants themselves. Participants
have presented their recommendations to their county commissions and city councils, state
agency staff, the Rural Minnesota Energy Board and other local collaboratives. In every
community, we have also worked with the news media to write and broadcast follow-up
articles and interviews about the event, and in some cases, to place opinion editorials from
event participants and organizers. This ensures that RCD results are transparent and fully
available to the public.
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Welcoming
Newcomers:
strategies for
economic
prosperity
Creating jobs was once the focus of economic development, but in recent years, this has
shifted to the need for workers, especially in rural parts of MN that are seeing aging
residents and slower population growth. A recent University of Minnesota (UMN) study
found that a quarter of economic growth over the last 45 years was due to a growing
labor force. They estimate that Minnesota will need to increase migration to our state by
four and a half times to meet labor force needs, and that much of that will likely need to
be met by international migration. As a result, a number of communities have joined the
"welcoming movement." Welcoming America defines this as communities that promote
"intentional, inclusive policies, practices and norms that enable all residents to live,
thrive, and contribute fully – including immigrants."
Fatima Said is the Executive Director of Winona County’s Project FINE (Focus on
Integrating Newcomers through Education). She, herself, was a Bosnian refugee. For over
30 years Project FINE has been helping refugees and immigrants in the region. Along
with advocacy, information referrals, translation, and legal assistance, Project FINE offers
employment services. Regional employers frequently reach out to Project FINE for help
finding workers. Project FINE in turn reaches out to immigrant populations. According to
Said, “with refugee and immigrant populations, everything starts with a job. All of them
want to work and make a living.”
UMN Extension is also helping communities, through the “Making it Home” program,
which helps participants create a community-wide vision for attracting new residents.
Jennifer Hawkins, UMN Extension Educator, worked with Spring Valley, a small
community in Southeastern MN. “We trained six terrific facilitators for local study circles,”
says Hawkins. “Those facilitators brought together school children, retirees, teachers,
newcomers and others to talk about what’s great about Spring Valley, and how those
assets can be leveraged to attract more residents.”
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Destination
Medical Center:
Discovery Walk

In Rochester, a pilot project is employing “Community Co-Designers” to help plan
Discovery Walk design concepts. Destination Medical Center and several community
partners are working together to ensure that more diverse voices are included in the
design of public spaces, policies and programs.
Kevin Bright, director of energy and sustainability for Destination Medical Center
Economic Development Agency and the City of Rochester, is leading the effort in
partnership with Jess Roberts, Affiliate Researcher at the Minnesota Design Center at the
University of Minnesota. A steering committee comprised of several community
organizations helped to develop the initiative.
The steering committee chose to pilot this new approach on the design of Discovery
Walk, a planned linear parkway along 2nd Ave SW from Annenberg Plaza to Soldiers
Field Park.
“We found that sometimes the people that are most impacted by projects, programs
and policies are not part of the design process,” said Kevin Bright, director of energy and
sustainability for Destination Medical Center and the City of Rochester. “The framework
we developed creates formalized opportunities for power-sharing and shared decision
making. This, in turn, leads to healthier and more equitable public spaces.”
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St. Paul Climate
Justice Advisory
Board:
at the intersection
of the 3 Ps

The City of St. Paul’s Climate Justice Advisory Board (CJAB) was formed in August 2020 to
support the implementation of the city’s Climate Action and Resilience Plan. According to
the City of St. Paul, the Board’s “work will focus on ensuring that the costs and benefits of
new programs in clean energy, energy efficiency, the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions, and climate resilience and adaptation are equitably distributed to ensure
Saint Paul’s most vulnerable residents benefit as much or more from these changes as
the City’s less vulnerable populations.”
According to Mayor Melvin Carter, “Ensuring the many voices of our community are
heard in shaping our climate action and resilience work is vital.” The CJAB is composed of
13-17 community representatives, taking into account geographic distribution, as well as
designating one seat each for the business community, the building/construction trades,
and academia. The Climate Justice Advisory Board is also a great example of inviting
youth onto your government boards and commissions: the CJAB has two youth
members.
One of those youth members—Adri Arquin—was featured, along with Russ Stark (St.
Paul’s Chief Resilience Officer), in a July 2021 conversation about the CJAB, hosted by
Janiece Watts of Fresh Energy. That webinar can be found on the Fresh Energy website.
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The Value of a
Photo:
using pictures in
community
engagement
Sometimes, the most effective way for community members to express their values,
priorities, and aspirations for their families and their communities is through pictures.
There are various ways to incorporate photos into community engagement. One of the
simplest is to provide a way for community members to submit photos on a particular
topic. For instance, if your city is doing a comprehensive plan, you might ask community
members to send in pictures of things that they like about their community and would
like to see more of.
A more intensive approach, photovoice, is a visual research methodology that is
particularly well suited to stimulating useful conversations around social concerns. Alyssa
Scott, who led a photovoice process in Long Prairie, Minnesota, shared fundamentals of
the approach: “There are three main goals...First, to enable people to capture and share
their perspectives on their community. Second, to promote dialogue in small groups
about community issues. Third, to take action on what is learned in a way that is
meaningful to the group.” Some important things to keep in mind:
Conversations about social issues can be tricky. Use a trained facilitator for
conversations.
Trust is critical. Establish mutually acceptable ground rules for photographs and
conversations. In some projects, for instance, photographs may not include
recognizable people.
People’s time and perspectives have value. Consider providing stipends and/or meals
for participants.
Follow-up matters. How would participants like you to use the information they have
provided?
For more information on Photovoice, see Creating a Welcoming Community: A Toolkit to
Support Immigrants, Refugees, and BIPOC.
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How Not to
Use Data Like
a Racist:
process and
perspectives

So you’re thinking to yourself, the data never lies. Well, maybe it does, and maybe it
doesn’t. However, it definitely tells a story, and every story is told from a perspective. And
if you care about equity, it’s essential to look at your data with that in mind.
As Heather Krause puts it in the webinar, How Not to Use Data Like a Racist, “Quantitative
data has a perspective, lived experiences, built into it at all times. There’s no such thing as
quantitative data that is objective, when ‘objective’ means ‘has no worldview, values, or
lived experience baked into it.’”
She suggests that there is a lifecycle of data--

Funding

Motivation

Project Design

Data Collection
&
Sourcing

Analysis

Interpretation

Communication
&
Distribution

--and suggests that we ask what perspectives, values, and worldviews are embedded at
each stage of the process. The rest of the webinar gives concrete suggestions on how to
do that.
Check it out on youtube!
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Roseville Public Works, Environment and
Transportation Commission
Agenda Item
Date: January 25, 2022

Item No: 6

Item Description: Electric Vehicle Charging Stations
Background:
As electric vehicles become more popular for both our community and our own City operations,
Roseville wants to be ready with charging opportunities. Currently there are 10 private charging
stations that are mostly concentrated in the commercial district. Staff have started looking into
options of feasible locations to implement charging stations across the city.
Public Works currently utilizes the one Electric Vehicle in the City fleet, and it is charged
overnight through a 120V wall outlet. Adding a charging station, or two, to the City Hall
parking lot is a next step that staff will look into further.
Recommended Action:
Receive a presentation from the Great Plains Institute’s MN GreenCorps Member, Rebecca
Heisel.
Attachments:
A: Presentation

Attachment A

Charging Up Roseville
January 25th, 2022

About the Great Plains
Institute
• Transform the energy system to
benefit people, the economy and
the environment
• Takes a collaborative,
nonpartisan approach
• Partner organization to
GreenStep Cities
• Facilitates Drive Electric MN

Charging 101

Charging Levels
Level 1

Level 2
• 120 V

• 240 V

• 2 to 5 miles
per hour

• 10 to 20 miles
per hour

Charging Levels
Direct Current Fast Chargers (DCFC)
• 50 kW: 80-90 miles in
30 minutes

• 150 kW: becoming
more common

“Dumb” vs. “Smart” Charging
Dumb Charging

Smart Charging

• Non-networked
• Acts like a standard 240 V outlet
• Doesn’t allow:
• Payment
• Connection to renewable energy

• Networked
• Allows:
• Payment
• Connection to on-site renewable
energy
• Variable Pricing

Pro: Costs less
Con: Lacks capabilities and some
utility incentive programs require
smart chargers to track and/or
control time of charging

Pro: Future-proofing
Con: Costs more (cloud services,
subscription costs)

Choosing the Right Charger
This tool helps walk
you through the
process of installing EV
charging for public
sites, fleets and
workplaces.
Link

Siting a Charger

Siting Matters
• More expensive the further it is
from the electricity source
• “EV-Ready” parking stalls save
money and allows for future growth
• Laying the conduit needed for a
station without installing the station

• Location determines the charging
level needed (Level 2 or DCFC)
• User safety (lighting nearby) and
accessibility (follow ADA
guidelines)

Site Selection Tool
This will help you
determine where in
your community to
install charging.

Link

Site Selection Guidelines

https://www.driveelectricmn.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/electric-vehicles-charging-site-selection.pdf

Charging Checklists

Purchasing and Funding

Common Vendors in MN
•
•
•
•
•
•

ChargePoint
Enel X
Greenlots
Tesla
Siemens
ZEF Energy

Purchasing a Charger
• Box store (Home Depot, Costco, etc.)
• E-commerce (Amazon)
• Electric Utility
• Cooperative Purchasing (State
Contract)
• Electrical Contractor
• Electric Vehicle Service Provider
• OEM (mostly just for fleets)

Cooperative Purchasing

State Contract
•https://mn.gov/admin/government/purchasing-contracting/

Formerly National Joint Powers Alliance (NJPA)
•https://www.sourcewell-mn.gov/cooperative-purchasing/how-it-works

Guide to Purchasing Chargers
This will guide you through
topics to consider when
purchasing an EV charging
station such as common
station feature to consider,
where to buy and funding
opportunities.
Link

Funding
• Not many grants available
• VW Settlement funding
• Private companies
• Plymouth and CSG

• Federal Incentives

CERTs Funding
Opportunities
• Seed Grants
•

•
•
•
•

Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe: EV Transition
Project
Mille Lack Band of Ojibwe: EV Charging
Station
Halstad Municipal Utility: EV Charging
Station
Marshall County: EV Charger
City of Houston: Community EV Charging
Station

• ZEF Energy bulk buy
• Early February
• All Level 2 charger models will be
available

Infrastructure Investment
and Jobs Act
• $68 million expected to come to MN over
5 years
• Funding will be available to local
governments via formula and competitive
grants
• Administered by DOE and DOT
• Unknowns include:
• Amount
• Timing
• Process

Additional Resources
• EV Boot Camp Webinar
• Cities Charging Ahead Webinars
Link

Xcel Energy Programs

Make-Ready Infrastructure
Xcel includes
transformer upgrades
in their programs as
apart of the makeready infrastructure.

Source: © 2020 Xcel Energy

Fleet Electrification Advisory Program
•

Xcel Energy

•

Analytics and advisory services for vehicles and
infrastructure
Helps customers to:
• Understand fleet needs and highlight
opportunities for electrification
• Collect detailed data of fleet vehicle usage
on a day-to-day basis
• Assess which EVs can support existing
driving patterns
• Develop infrastructure options and make
recommendations on charging locations
• Analyze economics and make
recommendations based on fleet needs
(including rate options)

EV Service Pilot
•
•

•

Installation of make-ready infrastructure
Provides:
• Make-ready infrastructure and charging
equipment options
• Installation services and payment options
• Access to Xcel’s time-of-use rates for EV
charging
Open until July 2022

Public Charging EV Service Pilot Program
•

Xcel Energy

•

Installation of make-ready public charging
infrastructure
Provides:
• At least 1 DCFC installed at project sites
within a “high use location”
• Xcel will provide the make ready
infrastructure which includes:
• Installation maintenance
• Post-installation maintenance
• Technical assistance

Multi-Family Housing Program
•
•

Installation of make-ready public infrastructure
Provides programs that encompass:
• Shared parking – Site host provide
equipment
• Shared parking- full service
• Assigned parking- full service

•

EV Advisors will be provided to participants

City Actions

Chargers in Roseville
• Holiday Inn

• Hampton Inn
• Goodwill (2)
• Rosedale Mall
• Innovative Power
Systems
• Rosedale Chevrolet
(DCFC)
• Hiway Credit Union
• MnDOT Metro

City Resource Database
Drive Electric
MN
https://driveelectricmn.org/con
necting-cities-along-their-evjourney-with-the-ev-cityresource-database/

Case Studies

Faribault

Case Studies

•

Woodbury

Level 2 and DCFC charging
• Planning to install Level 2 chargers at city hall
for their growing fleet
• Charge per kWh at the DCFC charger

•
•

Two Volts and six Outlanders

•

ZEF Energy

•

Participates in Xcel’s Fleet Electrification Advisory

•

Outlander and Leaf in their fleet
• Used by housing inspectors and planners and
the building official

•

Completed a fleet analysis
•

Downsized and transitioned to electric

Level 2 charging
•

Fleet only

Program
•
•

Will complete a fleet analysis

City Hall parking lot renovations
•

Upgrade all electric infrastructure through EV
Service Program

•

Install 5 dual-headed chargers

•

Lay conduit for future use

Carver

Case Studies

• Outlander replaced a pickup truck
• Used by the building inspector
• Level 1 charging

Eden Prairie
•

•
•
•
•
•

Level 2 charging
• Public and fleet access
• Charge an hourly rate
ChargePoint and Tesla vendors
Working with Xcel to expand fleet charging
Two Volts and a Tesla Model Y
• Public Safety, inspections, and pool use
Adding 8 fully electric EVs in 2022
Installing a DCFC for the Tesla

EV-Ready Communities
Pilot Program
•

Technical assistance and certification pilot program

•

Will support Tribal Nations and cities to achieve their
EV-readiness goals

•

Launching in Spring 2022

•

Categories for Action:
•
•
•
•
•
•

EV Policy, Goals and Metrics
Regulation
Utility Engagement
Education and Incentives
Public Sector Leadership
Shared Mobility

Questions?

Rebecca Heisel, Communities Program Associate
Great Plains Institute
rheisel@gpisd.net

Roseville Public Works, Environment and
Transportation Commission
Agenda Item
Date: January 25, 2022

Item No: 7

Item Description: Microplastics
Background:
Since the 1970s, scientists have known about the presence of tiny bits of plastic — microplastics
— churning in the oceans and being ingested by birds and sea life. Recently, new research has
shown the particles are also in the Great Lakes, which thousands of communities rely on for
fresh drinking water and other uses.
Mary Kosuth, a microplastics researcher and 2017 graduate of the School of Public Health, has
been studying the potential threat of microplastics in the water and other products. She will
provide a presentation to the Commission detailing some of her findings and providing some
recommendations on what we can do as consumers and users to address this issue.
Recommended Action:
Receive a presentation from Mary Kosuth from the University of Minnesota School of Public
Health on microplastics.
Attachments:
A: None

Roseville Public Works, Environment and
Transportation Commission
Agenda Item
Date: January 25, 2022

Item No: 8

Item Description: Sustainability Update
Background:
Roseville residents highly value the sustainability, natural resources, and recreational
opportunities in the community, which is why the City has made it a priority to preserve,
promote, and maintain these resources. Through the City’s Comprehensive Plan, participation in
programs such as GreenStep Cities, and projects such as the ongoing wildlife habitat restoration
in City parks, Roseville continues to strive toward building a sustainable future for all residents,
businesses, and visitors. For more information, see the Sustainability webpage
www.CityOfRoseville.com/Sustainability.
As part of our sustainability work, the City is participating in Xcel Energy’s Partners in Energy
Program. Staff have been working with Xcel Energy and the Center for Energy and
Environment (CEE) to move the program forward. Staff are very excited with how the program
is progressing, and the advancements we are making to establish goals and strategies in order to
reduce our greenhouse gas emissions.
The goal of the Partners in Energy Program is to create a community-based Energy Action Plan,
that the City can use to implement actions to lower greenhouse gas emissions. The Energy
Action Plan was developed by an Energy Action Team that met five times between December
2020 and April 2021 to discuss and create the focus areas of the plan.
The Energy Action Plan was approved by City Council on June 25, 2021, and the
implementation process has begun.
For more information, see the Partners in Energy webpage www.CityOfRoseville.com/Partnersin-Energy.
Recommended Action:
Receive a presentation from staff about our overall sustainability, including our work on Partners
in Energy.
Attachments:
A: Presentation

Attachment A

Sustainability Update
Public Works Department
Public Works Environment and Transportation Commission
25-Jan-22

Sustainable Roseville
What we’ve done

2030 Comp Plan Process (adopted 2009)
• U.S. Mayors Climate Protection Agreement (2007)
• Emissions inventory using the Clean Air Climate Protection Software
• Geothermal system (2008)

2012
•
•
•

RCA to support pursuing Green Step Cities (GSC)
U of M Sustainability Studies
Clean Energy Resource Team (CERTs)

•
•
•
•

RCA to become a GSC
PWETC Presentation on GSC
Entered best practice information into GSC website
Solar Investigation

2014

Sustainable Roseville
What we’ve done

2015
•

B3 Benchmarking

•
•

Solar Investigation
Campus Energy Audits

•
•

U of M Capstone projects: Green Step Cities, Complete Streets, + additional
Vulnerable Population Assessment

•
•

Solar installations on City Hall, Fire Station, & Maintenance Facility
Council approval of Complete Street Policy & Environmentally Preferable Purchasing
Policy
Green Step City – Step 3 recognition

2016

2017

2019

•

Sustainable Roseville
What we’ve done

2020

2021

•
•
•
•
•
•

Advancing & implementing the Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Policy
Receiving a Minnesota GreenCorps member in September
Promoting BizRecycling Program through Ramsey County
Applying for Xcel Energy’s Partners in Energy program
Expanding and promoting compost collection in City buildings
City became a Step 4 Green Step City

•

Xcel Energy’s Partners in Energy program
•
Established an Energy Action Team
•
Created an Energy Action Plan
•
Started implementing the Energy Action Plan
Created the framework for a Voluntary Energy Benchmarking Program
Expanded the number of public buildings in our B3 Benchmarking Program
City became a Step 5 Green Step City
Won the Best of B3 Benchmarking Award

•
•
•
•

Sustainable Roseville
What we’ve done

2022
•
•
•
•
•

Implement our Energy Action Plan (more to follow)
Reinvigorate the Voluntary Benchmarking Program
Stay a Green Step City Step 5, and expand our current list of best practices
Create a plan and add EV Charging Stations at public facilities
Expand EV in our own fleet

Sustainable Roseville
What we’ve done

Sustainable Roseville
Where do we go?

How is Roseville doing in meeting the 2040 Comp Plan energy goals?

100% Renewable of City Operations
(3,873,000 kWh/yr)
58% produced in 2021
= 2,230,000 kWh/yr

To meet our goal, we need to increase our use of
Renewable Resources by 42% (1,642,000 kWh/yr)
Roseville has ~1,200,000 kWh in a Community Solar
Garden in Washington County that should come online in
late 2022 (~11% or 442,000 kWh remaining to meet goal)

25% of City Operations produced onsite
(968,000 kWh/yr)
24% produced in 2021
= 231,000 kWh/yr

To meet our goal, we need to increase our onsite
generation by 76% (738,000 kWh/yr)

Sustainable Roseville
Where do we go?

Sustainable Roseville
Where do we go?

•

Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Policy (EPPP)
•

•

Food Scraps Collection
•
•
•

•
•

In February 2019, the City of Roseville adopted the EPPP in an effort to become
more conscious with city purchasing and operations. This commitment to
sustainability brings many benefits, including supporting sustainable businesses
and products, setting an example for residents and businesses, lowering overall
costs, and minimizing environmental impacts.

2019 Implementation with weekly pickup
2020 due to demand, servicing went up to twice/week
~104 tons collected on an annual basis

Organics Collection (curbside)
To-go container packaging

Sustainable Roseville
Partners in Energy Update

Partners in Energy Update

Noelle Bakken, Sustainability Intern

Sustainable Roseville
Partners in Energy Update

Partners in Energy Scope
• Partners in Energy is a two-year collaboration with
Xcel Energy to develop and implement your energy
plan goals.
• Opportunity to engage stakeholders, create goals
and strategies, and develop a work plan to be
successful.

Developing the Plan
(4-6 months)

Implementation with
Partners in Energy
(18-20 months)

Continued Implementation

Sustainable Roseville
Partners in Energy Update

Energy Action Plan
• Ultimate planning phase outcome
• Plan for pursing the Community’s Energy Vision
• Guides implementation

• Adopted by City Council 21-Jun-21

Sustainable Roseville
Partners in Energy Update

Implementation (to date)
• Energy Burden & Residential Energy Efficiency
• Mailing to 1,200 potential energy burdened households
• Partnered with Keystone Communities and Every Meal
to distribute handouts on Energy Burden and Energy
Efficiency Resourcs
•

Commercial/Industrial Energy Efficiency
• Presented to the Roseville Business Council in Oct
2021
• Partnered with Twin Cities North Chamber of Commerce
to share information about commercial efficiency
resources

•

Renewable Resources
• Webinar on Thursday Jan 13, 2022

Sustainable Roseville
Partners in Energy Update

Implementation (coming up in 2022)
•
•
•
•
•

Additional presentations, webinars, etc. for our focus areas
Door to door handouts for small and medium business energy efficiency
Tabling at City events (hopefully)
Additional mailings, web updates, and social media posts to increase awareness
Continue to work with our current partners and create new partners to expand our reach

Sustainable Roseville
Where do we go?

Ideas for next steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Climate Action Plan or a Climate Action Work Plan
Determine corridors for Complete Streets
Determine areas for pollinator friendly right-of-ways
Urban Forestry
Increase number of Public buildings, lights, lift stations, etc. in B3
Research renewable energy options within the City
• City Buildings, Residential and Commercial districts, etc.
Saint Paul Sustainable Building Policy
Maplewood Green Construction Code
Green Team Description & Tasks
Draft 2040 Comp Plan Chapter 9 – Resilience and Environmental Protection
Expansion of Organics/Food Scraps recycling

Questions?

THANK YOU
Public Works Department

Roseville Public Works, Environment and
Transportation Commission
Agenda Item
Date: January 25, 2022

Item No: 9

Item Description: Look Ahead Agenda Items/Next Meeting February 22, 2022
Suggested Items:
• Local Sales Tax Update
• Civic Campus Pre-Design Update
Look ahead – Preliminary 2022 Calendar
• March: TOUR!!!! Weather permitting
• April:
Recommended Action:
Set preliminary agenda items for the February 22, 2022 Public Works, Environment &
Transportation Commission meeting.

